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1. Introduction  

We are interested in human motion characterization 

and automatic motion simulation. The apparent 

redundancy of the humanoid w.r.t its explicit tasks 

lead to the problem of choosing a plausible 

movement in the framework of redundant 

kinematics. This work explores the intrinsic 

relationships between singular value decomposition 

at kinematic level and optimization principles at 

task level and joint level. The motivation is not to 

neglect dynamics - essential in whole-body 

equilibrium for instance - but to describe a simple 

framework for plausible human-like motion 

generation, when dynamics are not decisive. The 

ideas are tested on sitting reach motions, for both 

translations and rotations task components.  

Optimization principles have been studied in human 

motion literature and in particular the reach motion. 

The main idea is that humans favor a path in task 

space such that the distance to the target 

monotonously decreases and, even more, that the 

hand follows the shortest path (Engelbrecht – 

2001). But, several authors have shown that the 

reference path is not always a straight line and some 

of them attempted to define new criteria in order to 

explain these discrepancies. On the one hand, one 

may think that the human locomotor apparatus is 

really efficient and is able to follow the most 

efficient paths in Cartesian world: the straight line. 

On the other hand, we know that kinematic chains 

are not isotropic motion generators in Cartesian 

space. Thus, one can infer that there is a preferred 

workspace zone in which the path is a straight line, 

and other zones in which the mechanical constraints 

induced by the nature of kinematic chains will 

render really difficult to follow a straight line.  

Here, the matter is not so much to ask if 

optimization principles act in Cartesian space or in 

joint space but rather how to reproduce a trade-off 

between the task efficiency and the constraints 

induced by the mechanical structure.  

 

2. Methods 

Cartesian motion can be written as a function of 

joint coordinates and at kinematic level it writes as 

a linear map: 

 δX = J(q)δq  (1) 

where J(q) is the m x n  Jacobian matrix mapping 

joint velocities to Cartesian velocities. This 

mapping is configuration-dependent and does not 

provide an isotropic transformation from joint space 

to task space. The properties of this mapping are 

enlightened by its singular value decomposition 

(SVD) (Golub et al. – 1983). SVD provides the 

means to analyze the amount of joint displacement 

necessary to move in a given direction in task 

space.  SVD of J writes: J =UΣV t  

where U = U1U2⋯Um[ ]  is an orthonormal basis of 

the tangent vectors to the task space, 

V = V1 V2⋯Vn[ ]  is an orthonormal basis of the 

tangent space to the configuration space, Σ  is a  

m x n diagonal matrix and the singular values σ i of 

J are arranged such that σ1 ≥σ 2 ≥⋯≥σ m ≥ 0 . 

The geometrical meaning of this decomposition is: 

J maps a unit ball in the tangent space to the 

configuration space into an m-dimensional ellipsoid 

in the tangent space to the task space. This ellipsoid 

has principal axes Ui  with length σ i . Thus, a 

significant difference of value among the σ i  

implies that, for a given norm of displacement in 

task space, the amount of joint displacement varies 

with the direction and that some directions in task 

space are really easier to follow. 

The classical solution of (1) by pseudo-inversion 

writes δq+
= J +δX with J +

=VΣ+U t
and thus:  

δ ɶqi

+
=

1

σ i

δ ɶXi with δ ɶqi

+
=V t

iδq+ ; δ ɶXi =Ui

tδX  

This principle is used in order to produce a 

simulation of what happens when human motion 

discards the motion components in the directions of 

the small σ i . Then, a weighted pseudo-inversion 

scheme is provided that takes the classical form  

JW

+
=W −1J t (JW −1J t )−1

 

where W is the n x n inertia-weighting matrix when 

the singular values remains above a given value. 

This scheme is adapted by filtering some Cartesian 

components when the associated singular values are 

under a given threshold:  

JW

+
=W −1J t (JW −1J t

+F)−1
 

where F is the m x m filtering matrix computed by: 

F = αiUiUi

t

i

∑  

This filtering introduces a deviation from the 

Cartesian geodesics based on the cost in joint space.  
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3. Results and Discussion 

The simulations are realized with a 24 degrees of 

freedom virtual human upperbody made from ideal 

rotoid joint and rigid bodies (Hue et al. – 2008). 

The approach has been explored for reaching 

motions in the frontal and sagittal planes, for 

imposed initial positions and orientations. For the 

automatic motion generation, the initial reference 

trajectory was always the geodesics in R
3
 (straight 

lines) and the geodesics of SO3 for the orientation. 

Then the filtered pseudo-inversion scheme has been 

applied. An example on a classical experiment of 

Morasso (Morasso – 1981) revisited by adding 

orientation constraints (Figure 1) on the sequence 

EBDFCEAF illustrates the approach. 

 

 
Figure 1. Description of the experiment 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Motion capture (top) and simulation 

(bottom) of hand path. 

 

The translation path obtained by motion capture 

and simulation are presented in figure 2 where it is 

shown that singular value filtering provides a way 

to reproduce human motion while satisfying 

endpoints constraints.  

Coupling translation and rotation opens various 

questions and in particular because SO3 and R
3
 

associated metrics are, by nature, different. Singular 

values are related to these metrics and then 

particular tuning of translation versus rotation parts 

is a matter of choice. Embedding this technique 

within a logic of prioritized tasks (translation prior 

to rotation e.g.) opens others perspectives and adds 

corresponding complexity in the analysis. Moreover 

it allows for different tuning of each components 

leading to parameters adapted to each metrics. The 

obtained simulated motion are closer to the 

captured ones. 

 

4. Conclusions 

 

Introducing singular value filtering along geodesics 

of Cartesian motion may explain the spatial path in 

captured human motion. It takes into account cost 

in both Cartesian and Joint space since it favors 

shortest paths in Cartesian space and limits the 

displacement in joint space. A similar approach 

could be promising for force generation analysis 

(Rezzoug et al – 2012). The SVD is also a useful 

tool that could help in understanding coupling of 

several tasks in human or humanoid motion (Saab 

et al – 2012). 
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